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Linda Ravey, program manager for Texas A&M System Technology Commercialization, assists the TTC to spin out A&M technology based new ventures; manages compliance related items; oversees the marketing and communications; facilitates the TTCs investment showcase held annually each year to attract funding to A&M System related new ventures; serves as a liaison connection between international industry, academia, and A&M System representatives to encourage collaboration; and serves as corporate secretary for Open Worldwide Innovation Network and Taktik USA. In 2014 she was the lead for the A&M System to produce the Texas Aggies go to War Exhibit housed in Bastogne, Belgium.

Linda has worked for the A&M System for 20+ years. The first two years were in support of the Vice President for Student Affairs development office assisting to raise funds and the next ten years working at the Texas A&M University Research Park office in various positions. The last few years of her tenure with the Park Linda played an integral role in establishing the Technology Commercialization Center which was combined in 2004 with the Technology Licensing Office to form the current Texas A&M System Technology Commercialization office.

Linda received the 2014 Outstanding Employee Service Award from the Texas A&M University System December 2014.